


If you invested $100,000, it would actually be worth $382,187— which is a 6.59% 
compounded annual return– because the cumulative effect of year-to-year gains and losses 
diminishes compound returns (the money you actually get) over time (Appendix A).

As you near closer to retirement, this is the riskiest time because your portfolio has less time 
to bounce back. 

But wait…

Assassin #1: Market VOLATILITY crushes returns

Let’s assume you invested in the S&P 500 from 2000 to 2020. The S&P 500 is the very 
definition of “the market.”

You would have earned an 8.19% average annual return, including dividends.[1] Not bad!

So, if you invested $100,000 in 2000, it would be worth $532,593 at the end of 2020, right?
Unfortunately, that’s the expectation for most investors, and in reality, you are left with a lot 
less. And that’s the problem....

Let us share with you the 4 assassins that strip away at your returns.

Stock market returns will surprise you

[1] http://www.moneychimp.com/features/market_cagr.htm

Are you concerned about relying on the stock market to reach your 
financial goals?

If so, you’re not alone.

Millions of people are wondering how they can possibly plan their financial future given the 
uncertainty and volatility in the stock market. 

In this special report, we’re going to examine the real performance of the stock market and 
then suggest another option for you to consider.
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Your portfolio may have a combination of passive and actively managed stocks, mutual funds, 
and ETFs. Internal management fees and expenses can range from 0.02% to 3.0% or more. If 
you use a financial advisor, they typically charge 1% of assets under management. 

Let’s just assume overall fees are 1%. 

Instead of being left with $382,187, you would end up with $301,928— which equates to a 
5.40% compounded annual return (Appendix B).

But wait…

Capital gains taxes are designed to encourage long-term investing (greater than 1 year). Long-
term gains are taxed at 15% for most tax brackets. 

Let’s assume you sold the portfolio in 2020 and owe 15%. That would push your compounded 
annual return down to 4.87% (Appendix B).

But wait… it gets worse...

Inflation erodes the value of your stock portfolio. The Fed’s stated objective is 2%. Over the 
last two decades, inflation has averaged 2.1% per year.

Compounded over two decades, an inflation rate of 2.1% reduces your after-tax return to 
2.82% (Appendix C).

Assassin #2: FEES deal a second blow

Assassin #3: Don’t forget about TAXES

Assassin #4: INFLATION is the knockout punch 
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What does all this mean?

If you invested $100,000 in 2000, your actual return – i.e., the kind you can actually buy 
something with in 2020 dollars after you pay fees and taxes – is a measly 2.82%.

You managed to save $100,000 of your hard-earned money, invested for 21 years, and when 
it was time to sell you made just $79,346 in total net profit after two decades…. a far cry from 
your expectations of earning over $400,000.

I don’t know about you, but I find that extremely frustrating. 

So what is an investor to do?

I’m glad you asked. 

What’s is the most tried-and-true way to build wealth? That’s fairly easy to understand, 
tangible, generates income, and doesn’t display day-to-day market volatility?

You guessed it... real estate.

Many investors who are considering investing in real estate often think of single-family homes.

You might get lucky with good tenants or you might end up with tenants that cause problems. 
You will have roofs that leak, toilets that clog, tenants that pay rent late, or even worse you will 
have to evict someone. You will need to hire an accountant to keep the books and have an 
attorney on call.

You can delegate day-to-day affairs to a property manager, but good ones are hard to come 
by and their fees will eat at your return, turning a potentially good investment into a less than 
stellar one.
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So, if you are open to investing in real 

estate, but don’t want the hassle (or 

headaches) than can be associated 

with it…. 

You should consider a real estate investment 
option that has greater returns, unique 
tax benefits, is a hedge against inflation 
and does not have the day-to-day market 
volatility.

Oh, and it’s 100% passive.

This is where true wealth is created!

The stock market deserves a portion of 
your investment portfolio, but have you 
ever considered investing in multifamily 
real estate through a syndication?

Let us explain...

“Ninety percent of all millionaires become 
so through owning real estate. More money 
has been made in real estate than in all 
industrial investments combined. The wise 
young investor or wage earner of today 
invests their money in real estate.” 

— Andrew Carnegie, billionaire industrialist
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How is a syndication structured?

What is a multifamily syndication?

It’s really quite simple. 

It’s where a group of investors pool their money together for the common purpose of 
purchasing an apartment complex that would otherwise be near impossible for one investor to 
purchase on his or her own.

The concept of syndication is actually not new. It used to be only available to the ultra-high net 
worth investors “in the know,” but since the passing of the 2012 JOBS act, qualified investors 
now have the opportunity to participate through private offerings (governed by SEC rules).

The structure involves a General Partner (GP, or operator) and Limited Partners (LPs, or 
passive investors).

The General Partner (GP): is responsible for finding the right property, negotiating the 
deal, performing due diligence, securing financing, guaranteeing the loan, raising money, 
coordinating with the attorneys to create the property LLC and partnership documents, 
overseeing property management, managing ongoing investor communication, filing taxes, 
and a host of another things.

The Limited Partners (LPs): are responsible for funding the transaction. In return for their 
investment, they receive ownership shares in the LLC that owns the property. They receive 
quarterly cash flow distributions (dividends), plus backend profits when the property is sold.

Think of it like this: investors are riding in the side car. They get all the benefits of owning a 
multi-million-dollar property without any of the hassle!
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There are 5 main benefits of 

passively investing in multifamily 

syndications:

1. Lower Risk / Greater Returns 

2. Passive Income

3. Appreciation 

4. Tax benefits

5. Inflation hedge

Perhaps the best advantage of investing in 
apartments lies in their risk/return profile.
For decades apartments have had the best 
risk-adjusted return (Sharpe Ratio) of any 
property type, which means they have the 
highest return per unit of risk. 
Large apartment complexes have many 
leases, and each lease represents a small 
portion of the overall income. This gives 
apartments a distinct advantage over office, 
industrial, and retail properties, which have 
fewer tenants. 

Apartment leases are typically 1 year. This 
short-term lease structure gives the owner 
the advantage of adjusting rents upward 
more quickly in a tight market (or after 
making improvements to the property) 
or lowering them during a downturn to 
maximize occupancy (if necessary). Studies 
have shown that apartments have been the 
most resilient property type during economic 
downturns. Investing in apartments is 
investing in the basic need of shelter. People 
need a place to live. 

As shown in our stock market example, the 
average stock market returns over the last 
21 years were 8.19%, but after taking into 
account volatility, fees, taxes, and inflation, 
the return dropped to a measly 2.82%.  On 
the other hand, multifamily syndications 
routinely deliver double digit returns. That’s 
after taking into consideration fees, taxes, 
and inflation.

1. Lower Risk / Greater Returns 
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There are 5 main benefits of 

passively investing in multifamily 

syndications:

1. Lower Risk / Greater Returns 

2. Passive Income

3. Appreciation 

4. Tax benefits

5. Inflation hedge

After tenants pay rent and the GP pays 
property expenses and the mortgage, 
the remaining cash flow is distributed to 
investors (the LPs). That passive income 
is fairly predictable, even during economic 
downturns. 

Generally, you can expect to receive, on 
average, a 6%+ annual distribution paid 
quarterly.

Our investors that are nearing retirement or 
in retirement LOVE receiving 
the quarterly dividends.

The passive income is nice, but the BEST 
part is the back end profit!

An apartment complex is valued based 
on the amount of money it generates, as 
measured by Net Operating Income (NOI).
 
NOI = Revenue - Expenses

If NOI goes up, all else being equal, the value 
of the property goes up.

Increasing Net Operating Income (NOI) is 
what great operators do best. 

The end result is a hefty back-end profit for 
investors when the property is ultimately 
sold. The combination of passive income and 
back-end profit is what creates wealth.

2. Passive Income

3. Appreciation
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There are 5 main benefits of 

passively investing in multifamily 

syndications:

1. Lower Risk / Greater Returns 

2. Passive Income

3. Appreciation 

4. Tax benefits

5. Inflation hedge

Apartments have tax advantages over nearly 
every other investment, including all the 
other property types. The reason is because 
the government wants people to invest in 
U.S. housing.

The IRS allows the GP to deduct mortgage 
interest from the property’s Net Operating 
Income (NOI). 

But it doesn’t end there.

The IRS also allows the GP to write off 
3.6% of the value of the building each year 
as an expense through something called 
“depreciation.” The result is the investors in a 
syndication (the LPs) will pay little to no taxes 
on distributions (dividends) until the property 
is sold. 

Do stocks do that for you? No.

4. Tax benefits

Inflation is a FRIEND to real estate. Property 
owners can actually benefit from inflation: 
increasing rents leads to increasing NOI 
which leads to increasing property values. 

Properties (apartments) that have short 
duration leases provide better inflation 
protection since owners can match inflation 
more quickly by adjusting rents.

5. Inflation hedge
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What IF….

What if, back in 2000, you had invested that $100,000 in a multifamily syndication, and 
when the property sold, you paid taxes on your gains and rolled the remaining profits into 
another syndication?

Let’s assume you did that 4-5 times through 2020.  

Assuming a conservative 12% compounded annual return (after taxes and fees), you would 
have made $1,080,384 in profit. (Remember, that’s compared to just $79,346 in the stock 
market over the same period of time.) That’s over $1,000,000 you left on the table.

It gets better…

Remember when we mentioned that one of the benefits of a multifamily syndication is 
passive income?

After 21 years, you could reinvest that $1,080,384 across one or more syndications and earn 
6%+ per year in dividends.

That’s $60,000+ per year in passive income. Oh, and then there’s the back-end profits 
when the property is sold.

The results are staggering!

“Real estate cannot be lost or stolen, nor can it be carried away. Purchased with common 
sense, and managed with reasonable care, it is about the safest investment in the world.” 

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

Crown Bay Group has a proven 
track record, and our model has 
produced consistent investor 
returns time and time again. 
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So how can we help?

By having downloaded this special report, you’ll be on our mailing list and will receive ongoing 
educational content to keep you informed. 

If would like access to future investment opportunities, please join the Crown Bay Investor 
Circle. Membership is free. No investment commitment is required.

Upon joining, you will also receive the added benefit of booking a 1:1 Investor Strategy call 
with us. We can answer any questions you may have so that you can determine if investing in 
multifamily syndications is right for you.

JOIN NOW

Crown Bay Group
Crown Bay Group is a real estate investment firm based in Atlanta, Georgia that specializes 
in the acquisition, asset management, and disposition of multifamily properties. Crown Bay 
Group has owned and operated over 3,200 multifamily units in the Southeast, totaling $250+ 
million.

Steve Firestone 
Founder and Principal

Michael Schmidt
Principal
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Stock Market Returns After Volatility

Year Starting Bal S&P Return (%)* Gain/Loss Ending Bal

2020  322,848 18.38 59,339  382,187 

2019  245,064 31.74 77,783  322,848 

2018  256,370 -4.41 (11,306)  245,064 

2017  210,243 21.94 46,127  256,370 

2016  187,834 11.93 22,409  210,243 

2015  185,405 1.31 2,429  187,834 

2014  162,908 13.81 22,498  185,405 

2013  123,014 32.43 39,894  162,908 

2012  106,157 15.88 16,858  123,014 

2011  104,004 2.07 2,153  106,157 

2010  90,540 14.87 13,463  104,004 

2009  71,230 27.11 19,310  90,540 

2008  113,460 -37.22 (42,230)  71,230 

2007  107,585 5.46 5,874  113,460 

2006  92,954 15.74 14,631  107,585 

2005  88,705 4.79 4,249  92,954 

2004  80,045 10.82 8,661  88,705 

2003  62,185 28.72 17,860  80,045 

2002  80,001 -22.27 (17,816)  62,185 

2001  90,890 -11.98 (10,889)  80,001 

2000  100,000 -9.11 (9,110)  90,890 

Compound Annual Return 6.59%

APPENDIX A

*includes dividends

 $100,000 invested in 2000 would be worth $382,187 at the end of 2020 based on the 
cumulative effect of gains and losses over 21 years.



APPENDIX B

Stock Market Returns After Fees

Year Starting Bal
S&P 

Return 
(%)

Gain/
Loss Ending Bal Fee % Fees Ending Bal

Net 
Gain/
Loss

Net 
Return 

(%)

2020  258,278 18.38 47,472  305,750 1% (3,822)  301,928 43,650 16.90

2019  198,502 31.74 63,005  261,507 1% (3,228)  258,278 59,776 30.11

2018  210,224 -4.41 (9,271)  200,953 1% (2,451)  198,502 (11,721) -5.58

2017  174,502 21.94 38,286  212,787 1% (2,564)  210,224 35,722 20.47

2016  157,781 11.93 18,823  176,604 1% (2,102)  174,502 16,721 10.60

2015  157,595 1.31 2,064  159,659 1% (1,878)  157,781 186 0.12

2014  140,101 13.81 19,348  159,449 1% (1,854)  157,595 17,494 12.49

2013  107,022 32.43 34,707  141,730 1% (1,629)  140,101 33,078 30.91

2012  93,418 15.88 14,835  108,253 1% (1,230)  107,022 13,605 14.56

2011  92,563 2.07 1,916  94,479 1% (1,062)  93,418 854 0.92

2010  81,486 14.87 12,117  93,603 1% (1,040)  92,563 11,077 13.59

2009  64,819 27.11 17,573  82,392 1% (905)  81,486 16,667 25.71

2008  104,383 -37.22 (38,851)  65,532 1% (712)  64,819 (39,564) -37.90

2007  100,054 5.46 5,463  105,517 1% (1,135)  104,383 4,328 4.33

2006  87,377 15.74 13,753  101,130 1% (1,076)  100,054 12,677 14.51

2005  84,270 4.79 4,037  88,307 1% (930)  87,377 3,107 3.69

2004  76,843 10.82 8,314  85,157 1% (887)  84,270 7,427 9.67

2003  60,320 28.72 17,324  77,643 1% (800)  76,843 16,523 27.39

2002  78,401 -22.27 (17,460)  60,941 1% (622)  60,320 (18,082) -23.06

2001  89,981 -11.98 (10,780)  79,201 1% (800)  78,401 (11,580) -12.87

2000  100,000 -9.11 (9,110)  90,890 1% (909)  89,981 (10,019) -10.02

After Fees and Taxes

Initial Investment 100,000 

Portfolio Value in 2020 301,928 

Gross Gain 201,928 

Compound Annual Return (after fees) 5.40%

LT Capital Gains Tax % 15%

LT Capital Gains Tax $ (30,289)

Net Gain 171,639 

Compound Annual Return (after fees and taxes) 4.87%



Stock Market Returns After Inflation

Year Starting 
Bal

Net 
Return 

(%)
Gain/
Loss

Ending 
Bal Inflation Infation % Ending 

Bal
Gain/
Loss

Net 
Return 

(%)

2020  168,943 16.90 28,552  197,495 2.10% (4,147)  193,348 24,404 14.45

2019  132,628 30.11 39,939  172,567 2.10% (3,624)  168,943 36,315 27.38

2018  143,473 -5.58 (8,000)  135,473 2.10% (2,845)  132,628 (10,845) -7.56

2017  121,648 20.47 24,902  146,550 2.10% (3,078)  143,473 21,825 17.94

2016  112,351 10.60 11,906  124,257 2.10% (2,609)  121,648 9,297 8.27

2015  114,626 0.12 135  114,761 2.10% (2,410)  112,351 (2,275) -1.98

2014  104,087 12.49 12,997  117,084 2.10% (2,459)  114,626 10,538 10.12

2013  81,218 30.91 25,103  106,320 2.10% (2,233)  104,087 22,870 28.16

2012  72,414 14.56 10,546  82,960 2.10% (1,742)  81,218 8,804 12.16

2011  73,291 0.92 677  73,967 2.10% (1,553)  72,414 (877) -1.20

2010  65,904 13.59 8,959  74,863 2.10% (1,572)  73,291 7,387 11.21

2009  53,549 25.71 13,769  67,318 2.10% (1,414)  65,904 12,355 23.07

2008  88,083 -37.90 (33,385)  54,697 2.10% (1,149)  53,549 (34,534) -39.21

2007  86,241 4.33 3,731  89,972 2.10% (1,889)  88,083 1,841 2.14

2006  76,930 14.51 11,162  88,091 2.10% (1,850)  86,241 9,312 12.10

2005  75,786 3.69 2,794  78,580 2.10% (1,650)  76,930 1,144 1.51

2004  70,589 9.67 6,823  77,411 2.10% (1,626)  75,786 5,197 7.36

2003  56,599 27.39 15,504  72,103 2.10% (1,514)  70,589 13,990 24.72

2002  75,143 -23.06 (17,330)  57,813 2.10% (1,214)  56,599 (18,544) -24.68

2001  88,091 -12.87 (11,337)  76,755 2.10% (1,612)  75,143 (12,948) -14.70

2000  100,000 -10.02 (10,019)  89,981 2.10% (1,890)  88,091 (11,909) -11.91

APPENDIX C

After Inflation and Taxes

Initial Investment 100,000 

Portfolio Value in 2020 193,348 

Gross Gain 93,348 

Compound Annual Return (after inflation) 3.19%

LT Capital Gains Tax % 15%

LT Capital Gains Tax $ (14,002)

Net Gain 79,346 

Compound Annual Return (after inflation and taxes) 2.82%
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